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                It appears that the page you were looking for no longer exists.
                

                
                Find product sales or support concerning one of the older products below and then click to expand that section and read the information associated with that product.
                

                
                Any other products not listed below were likely 3rd party products sold as a part of a partnership agreement and should be supported by the original manufacturer.
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                                	As of December 2020, the Moho product line is being developed by Lost Marble LLC.

                                	
                                	Product and purchase information for Moho 13 (Pro and Debut) can be found at:


									https://moho.lostmarble.com/

									
                                	If you're looking to activate or deactivate a Moho 13 license, please go to Lost Marble support at https://www.lostmarble.com/support/

									
									As the developer and distributor for Moho, their team will be able to assist you with all questions about your Moho Product. This includes Activation and application usage as well as obtaining the latest updates and accessing installers. Support is available by going to the Moho Support Center.

									
									Additionally, there is an active forum available here to ask the community any question you have:

									
									https://www.lostmarble.com/forum/
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                                	As of June 2019, the Poser product line is being developed and sold through Bondware and Renderosity.com. Their website for information and to purchase is:


									https://www.posersoftware.com

									
									As the developer and distributor for Poser, their team will be able to assist you with all questions about your Poser Product. This includes Activation and application usage as well as obtaining the latest updates and accessing installers. All questions and reports of issues should also be directed to their Support Team

									
									https://support.posersoftware.com

									
									Their Support Team will also be able to assist you in locating your License Key for purchases at the former Content Paradise store or the my.smithmicro.com store.

									
									Additionally, there is an active forum available on Renderosity to ask the community any question you may have.

                                  

                                

                              

                              

                              
                              
                                
                                  
                                    
                                    
                                      MotionArtist®
                                        

                                      

                                  
                                

                                
                                  
                                  	
                                  	
                                	MotionArtist has reached its End of Life and is no longer sold or supported.


                                	NOTE: All MotionArtist users should download and install this final available version which removes the Activation Requirement for MotionArtist here (valid license required):

                                		MotionArtist 1.3 for MAC (153 MB)
	MotionArtist 1.3 for WINDOWS (149 MB)



                                	No new updates for the current or past versions will be forthcoming and no new versions will be released. The software should continue to function on the supported Operating Systems and Hardware as indicated by the System Requirements found in the application documentation.
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 									StuffIt Expander is available on the iOS and Mac App Store. Links to StuffIt Expander and updates to earlier versions of StuffIt are available at https://stuffit.com/

									
									No new updates for the current or past versions of Stuffit will be forthcoming and no new versions will be released. The software should continue to function on the supported Operating Systems and Hardware as indicated by the System Requirements.

																		
									Support for all versions of Stuffit is limited to installing the software on a supported system. Any issues or problems encountered using the software will not be addressed as the software is officially discontinued.

									
                               		StuffIt Deluxe has been discontinued as of November 2019 as it has reached its End of Life. For several versions Apple has included the Archive Utility which can create and open ZIP Files on Macs and those files can be opened on Windows systems.


                               		StuffIt Destinations has also been discontinued as it has reached its End of Life.
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                                	All versions of Anime Studio as well as version 12 of Moho have been discontinued and are no longer supported. The latest version of Moho is available through Lost Marble LLC by going to:


									https://moho.lostmarble.com/

									
									

									
									NOTE: All Moho 12 and Anime Studio users should download and install the final available version listed below (active license required):


                                	Moho 12 - Pro and Debut

                                		Moho 12.3 for MacOS 10.9 (575 MB)
	Moho 12.5.1 for MacOS 10.10 - macOS 10.14 (570 MB)
	Moho 12.5 for WINDOWS (459 MB)



                                	Anime Studio 11

                                		Pro

	Anime Studio Pro 11.2 for MAC (343 MB)
	Anime Studio Pro 11.2 for WINDOWS (303 MB)


                                			Debut

	Anime Studio Debut 11.2 for MAC (253 MB)
	Anime Studio Debut 11.2 for WINDOWS (234 MB)


                                	

                                	Anime Studio 10

                                		Pro

	Anime Studio Pro 10.1.3 for MAC (307 MB)
	Anime Studio Pro 10.1.3 for WINDOWS (258 MB)


                                			Debut

	Anime Studio Debut 10.1.3 for MAC (242 MB)
	Anime Studio Debut 10.1.3 for WINDOWS (215 MB)


                                	

                                  

                                

                              

                              

                              
                              
                                
                                  
                                    
                                    
                                      Rebelle and Flame Painter
                                        

                                      

                                  
                                

                                
                                  
                                  	
                                  	
                                	Rebelle and Flame Painter are developed and sold through Escape Motions.

                                	
                                	Product information and sales are available at the Escape Motions website. As the developer and distributor for these products, their team can assist you with all your questions. Access product information as well as support on their respective product pages:


										Rebelle
	Flame Painter
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                                	PhotoDonut is currently unavailable for purchase and is not currently supported.

									
									If you have already purchased PhotoDonut and need to download the installer again, click below:

									
									PhotoDonut 2 Windows Installer

									
                                  

                                

                              

                              

                              
                              
                                
                                  
                                    
                                    
                                      Clip Studio Paint / Manga Studio
                                        

                                      

                                  
                                

                                
                                  
                                  	
                                	As of April 2018, Smith Micro Software no longer sold or provided support for Clip Studio Paint or Manga Studio.


									CELSYS provides technical support for copies of CLIP STUDIO PAINT / Manga Studio purchased from Smith Micro. Although CELSYS is a Japanese corporation, their capable English support staff will be more than happy to provide user support.

									
									Technical Support is provided at CELSYS's support desk.
									
http://www.clipstudio.net/en/support

									
									Additionally, users can use the official CLIP STUDIO PAINT user Q&A community
									
https://ask.clip-studio.com/en-us/

									
									Smith Micro Software has no access or control for Activation Issues with the Clip Studio Paint or Manga Studio applications. CLIP STUDIO PAINT 's online license activation system is operated by CELSYS. If you have issues activating, you will want to contact CELSYS Support.

									
									Please Note:  Manga Studio 5 was rebranded to Clip Studio Paint by the creator, Celsys. The two application titles had always shared the same features, function, and performance. Only the Title and Activation Process is different. The two Titles have now been merged into the single title of Clip Studio Paint.
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